Data Engineer
Based in Paris, with travels
Beginning: ASAP - CDI
Build the data integration pipeline, manage ETLs,
build reports, administrate database and Azure
infrastructure

WHO WE ARE
PUR Projet is a global leader in supply chain sustainability. We develop socio-environmental projects within the supply chains of
our Corporate Partners. Through the economic and social empowerment of local communities and the introduction of
sustainable development initiatives at the agricultural level, PUR Projet seeks to address climate change, while regenerating
and preserving the ecosystems upon which these supply chains depend. Many of PUR Projet’s projects fall within the categories
of insetting, regenerative agriculture, agroforestry, forest conservation and landscape restoration. PUR Projet is a B Corp
Company which employs over 110 people and a presence in 10 countries.
www.purprojet.com

PUR Projet is looking for a Data Engineer
Today PUR Projet is in the middle of its PUR Change project. We are building new tools and give a new use on data in the
company. This imply a new data collection pipeline, new reports, new ETLs
We are looking for a dynamic, autonomous Data Engineer to join our team. The Data Engineer will be based in Paris. He/She will
be involved in a non-exhaustive manner in :

Build the data systems :
Develop and maintain ETL
Participate in database administration and Azure management
Build data visualization reports and dashboards
Participate in Geospatial work
Write Algorithms to use pictures or maps
Be part of the IT Team
Participation in data collection tool support for users
Participate in IT team day to day tasks

Technical stack :
-

Azure
PostgreSQL
Python / Talend
Power BI

-

2/3 years experience in Data engineering
Skills in Python (Django is a plus)
Good Knowledge on SQL and Data visualization (Power BI)
Good Knowledge of Talend
Knowledge of Azure and database administration is a plus
Fluent in English.
Attracted by young companies with a "start-up" spirit in strong growth.
Dynamic, autonomous, with a strong commitment to the environment.

How can you apply?
Send your CV + short cover letter in English before the 20th of November to manel,ramdani@purprojet,com with the subject “[Data
Engineer] + NAME”. Candidates who pass the CV stage will receive an invitation for a telephone interview, after which a final
discussion with the IT team will ensure that the candidate will fit in well with the team.
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